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1. Concept

In the dynamic landscape of the XRPL, characterised by the 
looming threat of scams, a small group of individuals 
recognised the need for change. Enter CHIT-CHING, an initiative 
dedicated to reinstating investor trust and bolstering value 
amidst market malpractices. 

Our mission is unequivocal: to empower the XRPL community 
through innovative recovery solutions, heightened 
transparency, and the introduction of novel investment 
avenues, all aimed at nurturing a brighter future.

CHIT-CHING surpasses conventional token initiatives; it 
embodies a major shift in the XRPL ecosystem. As the XRPL's 
first utility meme, it stands poised to disrupt the norms and 
confront fraudulent actors head-on. Envision a dynamic force 
swooping in to combat deceitful practices, dismantling CHITTY 
scams one at a time.
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2. What is the problem?

The rapid evolution of the XRPL has created unprecedented 
opportunities for token creation. However, this newfound power 
has created the possibility of exploitation. Earlier this year, the 
XRPL bore witness to the aftermath of a "rug pull" exemplified 
by the XSPRINT incident, leaving investors disenchanted and 
financially vulnerable. In response, a group of proactive 
individuals gathered, steadfast in their resolve to rectify the 
situation and reignite faith within the community.

CHIT-CHING refuses to remain passive amidst adversity. While 
acknowledging the impossibility of eradicating every scam, our 
proactive approach serves as a beacon of hope amid 
uncertainty. Through the strategic distribution of our rescue 
token to affected wallets, we aim to mitigate the repercussions 
of fraudulent activities and instil renewed confidence in the 
XRPL ecosystem.
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3. How it works

In moments of turmoil, CHIT-CHING emerges as a champion of 
stability. With unparalleled agility, we orchestrate airdrops of 
CHIT to impacted wallets. Empowered by CHIT, holders have the 
opportunity to gain access to the coveted asset, CHING, through 
a structured release system, offering a glimmer of hope in these 
tough times.

Our endeavours extend beyond altruism; they are created to 
fortify the value of CHING and provide a prosperous future for 
stakeholders of both tokens.

To provide clarity on the mechanics of CHIT-CHING, we have 
devised a schematic for your reference.
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At its core:

CHIT serves as the Rescue Token (Utility), while CHING 
represents the Value Token (MEME)



4. Tokenomics

The main concept of CHIT-CHING is to create a haven for 
investors in distress while maintaining the value of the assets as 
a whole. 
Due to the fact of having two tokens in this ecosystem, we have 
a pretty detailed tokenomics so we’ve decided to create an 
entire document dedicated to this section.
You can take a look at our Tokenomics right here
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5. Wallets

To gain a deeper understanding of how CHIT and CHING 
operate within the CHIT-CHING ecosystem, we've prepared a 
separate document detailing their journey through various 
wallets. 
This document provides a transparent view of how tokens flow 
between different addresses, including issuance, payments, 
standby, rescue, order, escrow, and multi-signature wallets. 
Understanding this flow helps investors grasp how transactions 
occur and how token distribution is managed. 
For a closer look at the Wallet Flow of CHIT and CHING, please 
refer to the additional document provided alongside this 
whitepaper here

https://chitching.com/docs/
https://chitching.com/docs/


6. Roadmap

Phase 1: Foundation Building (Months 1-3)
Objective: Establish a Strong Community Foundation
• Launch and Promotion: 

Launch CHIT and CHING token on the XRPL.
Initiate promotional campaigns across social media platforms 
to raise awareness about CHIT-CHING's mission and utility.
Engage with cryptocurrency communities, influencers, and 
media outlets to broaden our reach.

• Community Engagement: 
Foster an active and supportive community through regular 
updates, AMA sessions, and engagement on social media 
channels.
Implement feedback mechanisms to gather insights from the 
community and prioritise their needs.

• Initial Listings:
Secure listings on reputable decentralised exchanges (DEXs) 
to enhance visibility and accessibility.
Explore partnerships with other providers to ensure smooth 
trading experiences for users.

Phase 2: Growth and Expansion (Months 4-6)
Objective: Expand Reach and Enhance Utility
• Product Development:

Work on enhancing the CHIT-CHING platform's functionality 
and user experience based on community feedback.
Explore additional use cases and integrations to increase the 
utility of CHIT-CHING tokens.
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• Strategic Partnerships:
Forge strategic partnerships with other projects, platforms, 
and influencers to expand CHIT-CHING's ecosystem and reach 
new audiences.
Collaborate with key players in the cryptocurrency space to 
drive adoption and integration of CHIT-CHING.

• Exchange Listings:
Pursue listings on major centralised exchanges (CEXs) to 
increase exposure.
Explore opportunities for cross-chain integrations to expand 
CHIT-CHING's accessibility beyond XRPL.

Phase 3: Consolidation and Innovation (Months 7-12)
Objective: Strengthen Position and Drive Innovation
• Community Empowerment:

Empower the CHIT-CHING community through governance 
mechanisms, allowing token holders to participate in 
decision-making processes.
Launch community-driven initiatives and events to foster 
collaboration and innovation within the ecosystem.

• Ecosystem Development:
Continue to build partnerships and integrations to enrich the 
CHIT-CHING ecosystem and offer new opportunities for users.
Invest in research and development to explore emerging 
technologies and trends in the cryptocurrency space, 
ensuring CHIT-CHING remains at the forefront of innovation.

• Sustainability and Scalability:
Develop strategies for long-term sustainability and scalability, 
ensuring the continued growth and success of CHIT-CHING.
Implement measures to enhance security, compliance, and 
resilience against potential threats and challenges in the 
evolving cryptocurrency landscape.
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7. Team
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Nolan
Founder & CMO

X Handle - 
@StoneyGibson78

Nolan is a seasoned process 
improvement specialist, bringing 
a wealth of expertise from his 
tenure at a leading multinational 
engineering and technology 
company. With a background in 
driving operational efficiency and 
enhancing workflows, Nolan plays 
a pivotal role in ensuring the 
smooth execution of our strategic 
initiatives. His dedication to 
streamlining processes and 
maximising productivity 
contributes significantly to the 
success of our team.

Marcus
Founder & CTO

X Handle - 
@PappyVansRipple

Marcus is a seasoned systems 
engineer with a passion for 
innovative technology and its 
transformative potential. With a 
background in engineering, 
Marcus brings a wealth of 
technical expertise and 
problem-solving skills to the team. 
He is dedicated to leveraging his 
knowledge to drive the 
development and 
implementation of cutting-edge 
solutions. Marcus's commitment 
to excellence and drive for 
continuous improvement make 
him an invaluable asset to the 
team.



James  
Founder & COO

X Handle - 
@xmemewhale

James brings over 15 years of 
entrepreneurial experience to the 
team, having successfully operated 
his own businesses in the retail and 
logistics sectors. With a proven track 
record of managing large teams, 
James brings invaluable leadership 
and strategic insight to our project. 
His expertise in team management 
and business operations is 
instrumental in driving our vision 
forward.
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8. Conclusion

In conclusion, CHIT-CHING emerges as a champion of stability and 
integrity in the world of cryptocurrency. Our mission to restore 
investor trust and value in the XRPL ecosystem is driven by proactive 
measures and innovative solutions.

By swiftly providing airdrops of CHIT to wallets in distress, we offer a 
lifeline to affected stakeholders, enabling them to access the 
coveted asset, CHING, and providing a glimmer of hope during 
challenging times. Our efforts are not only grounded in goodwill but 
are also focused on fortifying the value of CHING and nurturing a 
prosperous future for all participants.

As evidenced by our comprehensive tokenomics and detailed 
roadmap, we are committed to transparency, growth, and 
innovation. With a dedicated team of seasoned professionals at the 
helm, we are well-equipped to navigate the challenges and 
opportunities that lie ahead.

Join us on this transformative journey as we revolutionise the 
cryptocurrency landscape and pave the way for a brighter future 
with CHIT-CHING. Together, let's build a community-driven 
ecosystem that stands as a testament to integrity, resilience, and 
progress.



9. Links

Website X (Twitter) Telegram

CHIT Trustline CHIT Sologenic CHIT Magnetic

CHING Trustline CHING Sologenic CHING Magnetic

CHIT

CHING

http://chitching.com/
http://twitter.com/Chit_Ching_Team
http://t.me/chitching
http://chitching.com/
http://twitter.com/Chit_Ching_Team
http://t.me/chitching
https://xrpl.services/?issuer=rfoNKe1V8iXbPRhqF7FXgMWKrBc5crE2AE&currency=4348495400000000000000000000000000000000&limit=100000000000
https://xrpl.services/?issuer=rfoNKe1V8iXbPRhqF7FXgMWKrBc5crE2AE&currency=4348495400000000000000000000000000000000&limit=100000000000
https://sologenic.org/trade?network=mainnet&market=4348495400000000000000000000000000000000%2BrfoNKe1V8iXbPRhqF7FXgMWKrBc5crE2AE%2FXRP
https://sologenic.org/trade?network=mainnet&market=4348495400000000000000000000000000000000%2BrfoNKe1V8iXbPRhqF7FXgMWKrBc5crE2AE%2FXRP
https://xmagnetic.org/dex/CHIT+rLpPF7Py2rxH9ayqoX9XNG18SS4rSE1Rsr_XRP+XRP?network=mainnet
https://xmagnetic.org/dex/CHIT+rfoNKe1V8iXbPRhqF7FXgMWKrBc5crE2AE_XRP+XRP?network=mainnet
https://xrpl.services/?issuer=raeatrkxnL8rLu8a6mqmBzoGeGtFHoFLZg&currency=4348494E47000000000000000000000000000000&limit=50000000000
https://xrpl.services/?issuer=raeatrkxnL8rLu8a6mqmBzoGeGtFHoFLZg&currency=4348494E47000000000000000000000000000000&limit=50000000000
https://sologenic.org/trade?network=mainnet&market=4348494E47000000000000000000000000000000%2BraeatrkxnL8rLu8a6mqmBzoGeGtFHoFLZg%2FXRP
https://sologenic.org/trade?network=mainnet&market=4348494E47000000000000000000000000000000%2BraeatrkxnL8rLu8a6mqmBzoGeGtFHoFLZg%2FXRP
https://xmagnetic.org/dex/CHING+rKA4tMR8ejpSDriLog54CeHmBTiFWWBU7e_XRP+XRP?network=mainnet
https://xmagnetic.org/dex/CHING%2BraeatrkxnL8rLu8a6mqmBzoGeGtFHoFLZg_XRP%2BXRP?network=mainnet

